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1. Traces on AMFAUNAs 2 through 23, ident 
POAs'qn AMFAUNAs 2, 3, 1* 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19.

• •
I 2. Ascertain whether AHFAUNAa-3 is of operational interest to 
fGDIBEX (see paragraph 15b).

3. Forward evaluations of documentary intelligence provided by 
AMFAUNA-U (see paragraph 56). •_

Summary -

S i

6 U. AMFAUNA-1 is a Cuban national who was .recruited and trained in 
the United States and returned legally to Cuba(in March 1961 to serve as 
resident agent in Havana.') Since then he has built a net (of over twenty 
sub-agentsXand/has^sent back 1U0 S/W messages, from which upwards of

- fifty intelligence disseminations have been made. He is highly 
motivated for his work and under effective control by JMWAVE. The 
quality of his production is, for the most part, very good and improving( 
although'’he is at times distracted by an understandable interest in -- i 
para-military operations. Operationally he is very skillful; however, 
he has been known to take unnecessary risks. There is no reason to 
think that he is under hostile control nor that the operation is likely” 

_ in the future to be turned against us. There is,.however, the real 
risk that he may one day fall into a G-2 trap baited with the Escambray 
guerrillas. If so, this will be due to the fact that contact with the 
guerrillem was his first assignment and, although he has been re
directed *to intelligence collection, he sometimes seems to feel that

<>Jie has failed in his primary mission. This, plus the fact that he 
'" | believes that the end is now very close, is apt to make him.

:e’ to an appeal from the "heroes of the Esc
( _ evident. 

^rulner^

e QPresent Status of the Operation.- Modus Operandi:

5, There is considerable evidence that AMFAUNA-1 is extraordinarily
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skillful in the practice of security. Ho has built a false identity 
which he uses wherever possible in his operational contacts, he is 
usually selective and cautious in his choice of collaborators, ha 
takes pains to check on the security of his sub«*agents, and he uses 
a system of cutouts for-much of his work.

6. Some'of AMFAUNA-1’s older collaborators know him by true name, 
but wherever n&amible he introduces himself to new contacts by the 
name of £Jul$<r*»R0J0 "/Evidently he is now living the part-of (Julio °i 

' ROJOjto such an exte that he has in effect a double identity. In 
one of his S/W messag he asked that the widow of AMCUSP-1 be warned 
not to reveal that ("J is in Cuba. Since AMFAUNA-1 is in Cuba legally, and all his y^Zand friends know it, this can .only mean
that she should not reve 
identical.

7. Ins recruiting sub-agents, AMFAUNA-1 relies primarily on his 
own judgment and intuition. If he approves of a person, he will 
recruit him. ' However, he has shown himself to be very cautious in 
granting his approval. He has reported two persons whom he does not. 
completely trust because, while otherwise well qualified, they drink, 
too much and are indiscreet. For two other examples, AMB0A-1 and 
LITAU-S approached him separately and revealed their relationship with 
KUBARK, hoping to collaborate^with .him;- AMFAUNA-1 treated them both h 
with reserve while he checked them out with JMWAVE. He has submitted/' 
the names of other contacts for checking. In the case of AMFAUNA-4, 
whom he recruited without prior checking because time did not permit 
it, he put his misgivings in writing: "Right away AMFAUNA-1 arranged 
for a personal interview, taking utmost precautions, sinqe we have 

armed forces."
A VJL Cl OUHwA All V1UW j UCIJVX11& VI VlllV/0 V <3 VC1U LX VI40 9

had sad previous experiences with members of CASTRO's

8. Once he has recruited a sub-agent, AMFAUNA-1 
an independent eye on the former’s security. On more 
he has reported that one of his sub-agents is under G-2 surveillance, 
and that for the time being he is staying away from him.

'9. In general AMFAUNA-1 seems to trust in the efficiency of his 
security precautions. On 25 February 1962 he reported that Identity 

,ueT.l had been caught, but that he was in no danger because he had been 
compartmented from her.07ThiSjucpmpa«tmentatipn>is1 .achieved by the use ofjfive ^cutouts: AHFA<A-2/MWnA-3, aSFAIW^ AMB0A-1, and 
AMFAUNA-5, who maintain contact for AMFAUNA-1 with most if not all of 
his sub-agents. Chart A, which shows AMFAUNA-1 in. direct contact with 
AMFAUNAs 7 through 13, may be in error on this point. It would be 
more in keeping with AMFAUNA-l’s known modus operand! for him to have 
cutouts between himself and these sub-agents, ’ If there is a cutout or 
cutouts here, their identity is not yet known. There may also be ap 
unreported cutout between AMFAUNA-1 and AMFAUNA-4.

manages to keep 
than one occasion

10. Except for AMFAUNA-^H, all the above-mentioned cutouts are 
women. Two of his support agents, including his mail drop, are also 
women. AMFAUNA-1 has’not been explicit on this point, but it is 
believed that he shares his favors between them. ^'If so, Tie has the z 
best.of cover for his relations with them. It also clarifies the 
otherwise puzzling picture of a legal resident of Cuba sleeping in a 
different bed each night. This practice must certainly reduce the 
possibility that the G-2 will pick him up for routine questioning.

Communications:

1
'i

■V

a
■y

6

11. The bulk of AMFAUNA-l’s communications come via S/W. Hi’s 
messages to JMWAVE are sent to accommodation addresses serviced by 
AMP AN-2 and AMCUTLER-1. JMWAVEhim arp a/ 
AMFAUNA-1U. AMFAUNA-1 can also use 
documents and other material unsuitable for S/W. He ha 
~....................... - ^who ®ither

/or^carry it
contact with two of the officers( 

?A°vthe *?MWAVE area and\nail it to AMCUTI.ER-1'5' bring it

ddressed to 
for sending 
a personal

6

»
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second via AMFAUNA-14.
12o Tho courier systom can also work in the other direction.' 

AHFAUNA°1 haa.nboen sudd 
of the\ _ 
way of the(

,ied with S/W materials for his own use by way 
and for the use of AMRIPE-1 and AMRAVEL-1 by 
=^( 0*

13. A third communications0channel ekists in the weekly tolog&on® conversations1 (between)AM^UTLER-lxand hia wife WlF" --- --- • ~ ■
for passing signals already prearranged by S/W, and for confirming that 
AMFAUNA-1 is still at liberty. If he is ever arrested, the news will 
probably come first by this means.

'AUNA-2Y0/ It is M®eful> k

Finances:

AMFAUNA-1. Identity-4 follows tjw sdme pro- 
AMFAUNA-1 confirms receipt of this money

14. Expenses of the^operation are $530 per month. Tho money is 
given monthly to Identity-3 or Identity-4 in the JMWAVE area. Identity 
3, upon receipt of the dollars, notifies identity-1 in Havana who in 
turn pays Cuban pesos to 
cedure with Identity-2, 
by S/W.

&

-

Sub-agents:

15. Following is a description of the sub-agents in the AMFAUNA 
;X net,.including AMCOG-2 and AMB0A-1 who, although they have their own 
rf independent connections to JMWAVE, have to some extent joined forces 
£ ‘ with AMFAUNA-1. For the identities of AMFAUNAs 2 through 23* see 
X| Attachment E, forwarded^ under separate cover&

I' a. AMFAUNA-2$) AMFAUNA-1’s sister-in-law, she formerlyr
?• served as Kls contact to members of his net(in asylum in theQ&
h various erabassiesX and now serves as his cutbut to at least
I the following:

(1) AMCOG-2: • She first appears in?AMFAUNA-1’s 
correspondence in his S/W message No. 14 dated 
19 May 1961, where he mentions that she was his Q 
link to a radio station operated by the(Rescate)2-l 
organization. Nothing ever came of this proposed 
communications channel, but^AMCOG-2 remained in 
contact with AMFAUNA-1, helping him arrange asylum 
for burned anantR and nanainp some of his communica
tions -4 AMFAUNA-1 reported
on 9 juiy isbi. in ms b/w message No

$

1

on 9 juiy isbi. in ms b/w message No. 21, that 
AMCOG-2 knew him only by his alias ^ulio ROJO^o/In 
his message No. 118, dated June 1962, he reported 
that AMFAUNA-15 had accidentally blown his true * 
name to AMCpG-2. For a further discussion of AMCOG-2, 
and her relation to the security of AMFAUNA-1 see

I
paragraph 56 below.

A Gl \
(2)- AMFAUNA-14; She is the secretary of $MC0G-2^ 

with whom she has done clandestine work. Sne now J 
serves AMFAUNA-1 as an accommodation addres^ and as 
a source of information. Message No. 112 darted 18 
April 1962 included the name of a Communist nurse 
who has allegedly come to the United States with 
the mission of infiltrating a counter-revolutionary 
group. AMFAUNA-1$Obtained- this information from a 
doctor tin a Havana clinic^# She also is AMFAUNA-1’s 

--  :------------- ■----------------------------- X U
(3) AMFAUNA-15: She is a relative of AMFAUNA-1‘J 

and a friend.of AMCOG-2. She is-alpo the wife of 
AMFAUNA-Xy and a friend of AMFAUNA-16 who is now 
fimnrisoned on the Isle of Pines)and sends her

J
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/ b* AMFAUNA-3: AMFAUNA-1'e first mention of her
is in his 8/W message No. 127 dated 4 May 1362. She has 
provided information on (military horani tn island has a 
trusted contact (Identity 7)______________ fqShe also was
AMFAUNA-1's cutout to Idontitv-12, who was a( O*5

[ of the sMln
oarxy uune 1962 she was approacneo hv identitv-B who 
claimed to be the naw contact to thel_________ pganization.
(See also paragraph 58 below.) On 15%March 1962 AMFAUNA-3 
was traced by ODIBEX who proposed to use her in their 
Operation CASINO. A negative trace reply was given at that 
time. Headquarters is requested to ascertain whether ODIBEX 
has a valid prior claim on this agent.

r °l\
</ c. AMFAUNA-4) He is a high-ranking Cuban Army officer

who has provided aHFAUNA-1 with documentary information which 
ought to be of some value, although jriWAVE has not yet seen 
it, it having gone to Headquarters via (Madrid) through the 
channel described in paragraph 11 above'.S^He also claims to 
be receiving information from Identity-9 and Identity-10.

. AMFAUNA-1 was introduced to AMfAUNA-UJby AMCOG-2 who in turn 
was introduced to him by Idehtity-13I For a further 
discussion of this matter, see paragraph 56 below.

d. AMBOA-1: The origin of AMFAUNA-l's contact with 
this agent, who has also been recruited independently by 
JMWAVE, is uncertain. He first mentioned her in October 
1961 as his cutout to Identity-14) 
who had formerly been a contact of>AMCUSP-l and who subsequent
ly defected. AMFAUNA-l’s last mention of her was on 15 
November when he reported that she had given him a map show
ing artillery installations on the south coast of Las Villas. 
It is possible that AMFAUNA-1 has broken contact with her, 
but since he has not reported having done so it is considered 
more Likely that she remains his cutout to(| f

,who are known to be still reporting^

(1) AMFAUNA-18: He was recruited in March 1962 
and has~“provided AMFAUNA-1 withf 
and thel 
he has f |r^
how AMFAUNA-1 first met AMFAUNA-18 ,* and it is 
possible that AMFAUNA-1 meets directly with him. 
It is only surmised that AMBOA-1. is his cutout to 
him.

men 
r 'known

(2) AMFAUNA-19: He was recruited at the same 
time as AmFAUNA-18. Although AMFAUNA-1 did not 
explicitly say so, it can be inferred that he and 
AMFAUNA-18 are witting of each other’s recruitment.

AMFAUNA-5e. _______
in September 1961.Je> She is the sister-in-law of AM!^ 
former(naval officer)who had been an agent of AMFAUNA-1 as 
early as July 1961 but had been caught and imprisoned for try
ing to leave Cuba i 1 legally.2-^She has been the source of 
information on Cubar. and is the cutout to a group
of people employed at?] is believed
that the identities of all these people have not yet been 
reported, but they seem to be effective. On 29 May 1962'.
AMFAUNA-1 reported the arrival of an undocumented Soviet ‘'plane 

w

AMFAUNA-1 first reported her.as an agent 
[(AUNA-23), a

and forwarded the passenger list which he 
ma agents had obtained clandestinely. Following 

are the persons with^whom AMFAUNA-5 is known to be in contact. 
(1) AM^AUNA-20^ her husband. AMFAUNA-1 has written 

that he has broken oersonal contact with this man.
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(2) AHPX$ 12 i A format (chiengineer of the (fe 

Of fice"~6F<KTFporto\ he wee recruited by Havana 
Station in 1900, and has been corresponding with 
JHWAVE by S/W.

I %(3) AMFAUNA-21: xAt,chief inspector of mechanics0 
for Cubans Airline^. He has stated hia willingness 
to (sabotage air trafficj^but hia precis® contribution 
to AMFAUNA-1's operations’ is not known.

(4) AMFAUNA-22: A chief Cf electrcal instruments 0 
for Cubans AirlTneeX Nothing more ii known about thia 
man.

(5) AMFAUNA-23: Brother-1n~lar of G.MFAUNA-5

f. AMFAUNA-6: A support agent. AMTAUNA-1 has written 
that she has no access to information of interest, but is an 
intelligent and brave female whom he uses for cover and to 
secure overt information.

g. AMFAUNA-7: An old friend of AMFAUNA-1 and his j 
brother AHfprmrrryo| He works closely with AMFAUNA-8 andG“ 
formerly was AMFAUNA-1's cutout to j ]

h. . £W~AUNA-8: ' An old friend of AMFAUNA-1 and 
r AjM£VTQ!'R-l”5oI He has a contact in the (inter: o

>>

and works closely with AMFAUNA-7.

i. AMFAUNA-9: A former(T~______________
he secures~Informafion of general interest rrom 
travelling throughout Cuba.

t-./S

j . AMFAUNA-10 :iO A widow of a bank^mplovee , she has 
contacts in 
She is also 
information ~bn

and in the (f~

iereabouts and ind octrlna t ion.

In March

k. AMFAUNA-11: An employee of th^________
and the wf7e~of a Communist member of th^

1^ she has reported poliVr
1962 AMFAUNA-1 reported that she was under surveillance

0^

and that he was therefore avoiding her.

• 1‘ f 
within the[

AMFAUNA-12: He obtains informat ion. from contacts

m. AMFAUNA-13: An company employee with 
informationcontacts in' the Cuban Government, he" has reported 

and the United States.on G-2 activities in Cuba

Background and Motivation:

d 1 6 -, AMFAUNA-1 is a(39-year- oldyCuban male, born in Cuba of 
parents. He has tried his hand at various kinds of work 

jj...i-hcludmg the GmPor1t business, journalism (he was once editor of«®
Itdarxo de la Marina) and insurance^ He has also ventured into politics, 

(f—no Keen a rand i da t«> (of tho Antontinn Par+<> in 1 Q fl fl A<76 pu ring the 
■^and_ dur i ng

was asI
^ng been a candidate (of the Autentico Party in 1 9581
-LSp^nish Civil War he was a member of the
FdWorld War II, until the entry of the Uni ted States
~~j k The JMWAVE case officer wno

trained AMFAUNA-1 in tradecraft in "'March 1961 (see UFGA-12U7 of 10
' “April 1961) observed that he already had a grounding in clandestine 

techniques. The case officer also characterized AMFAUNA-1 as " a 
fl' '' pleasant, intelligent fellow" and "the most astute member of the team 
'"comprising himself, AffCU^^l^ and AMCUTLER-1 V,i

he
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children, all still in Cubafas of March 1961) However, it is noted 
that the two children have different matronymics, that neither of them 
is his wife's last name, and that all three dependents have different 
addresses. It is assumed that this is his third wife. Since AMFAUNA-1 
has never mentioned her in any of his S/W correspondence, it is also 
assumed that she has gone the way of her two predecessors.

> | 18. AMCUTLE R-1
""^bother is living in

who waa questioned on this point, said that his 
_____________ with his present wife, that he has been 

only one® beforehand nas only one child from the first marriage 
,ij-~-this information is not considered definitive, because the last point 
4E3P directly contradicted by AMFAUNA-1’s PRQ Part I which he wrote him- 
/f’vsjlf, but it is included here for what it say be worth. AMC’JTLER~1)q/ 
[ -- -added that his brother has no sexual relations with his sub-agents ’ 

except what is considered normal and acceptable by Cuban standards.

1"

J /' 19. The elements of AMFAUNA-1's motivation, then, include an
axlventurous spirit and a taste for clandestine work. Although "anti
Communism” may be an overworked expression, it w^ii1d —=vply in

and the 
:an be taken as indicators.miso included

-the ease of_ AMFAUNA-1 . >.-i f hi a former membership

•-■! 1 anuuxu db uneloss oi aiireight forwarding business)which started out 
jj vPt’omisingly in 1959 but folded up after a year^of CASTRO's revolution- 
"j -a’ry government. Finally, although these factors did not yet exist

January 1961 when he was recruited, AMFAUNA-1 ,i« rprtainiv -affected 
CrL'oow by the death of AM&JSP-l^nd the imprisonment

he was recruited, AMFAUNA-1 
M^USP-l^pnd the imprisonment

^Control

20. It is evident from his 
great personal satisfaction from 
His connection with KUBARK provides him with the means to do 
This is believed to be a strong element of control.

S/W 
his

messages that AMFAUNA-1 derives 
work against the CASTRO regime.

s work.
There have been 

many opportunities to test this control, by ordering AMFAUNA-1 to do 
something or to desist from doing something else, and the control is 
believed to be effective.

Previous History of the Operation - January to May 1961:

21. AMFAUNA-1 was engaged in some form of clandestine work against 
the CASTRO regime as early asCDecember 196^i/| As with so much else in 

—this operation, details are lacking, but it is known that he already 
held an understanding with Identity-29 whom he had known for twenty 

va V TA w* Vk ** wk IOC fA *F x • • OO « —* *4- wk 1 —- ^4 A K4 Tf A 1 ThT A 1 X T ^4 ■• X . 4- . •

an MAR coordinator from MatanzasJ who had been introduced to..
iTity-29 by one of the members of her group, Identity-28, xfdentity-

ituu un -maim v *■ o u isax a wxi.ii xmcaauxij~«.u wnwin lie hmm mi'.'wm x vi Lwci'. ty

CrHrears.flv In December 1960, Identity-29 introduced AMFAUNA-1 to Identity- 
‘'-2>,r •— ‘ ‘

rs..Xden' . _
in turn brought in Identity-26, (a^ fellow MAR coordinator

r..l! 22. In January^l961, AMFAUNA-l^came legally to the United States
ttipgether with AT^CUSP-^ and AM£UTLER-l)and looked up their old friend 
qAMJAG-U, who at that time was neavily engaged in work with the 
, resistance groups. AMJAG-U introduced them to a JMWAVE case officer 

i, to form contacts with as many 
-resistance groups as possible, and to report their progress through 

■CAJ^UNG-Awho was JMWAVE's principal agent in the paramilitary field. 
--Also inMthe JMWAVE area at this time were Identity-19 and Identity-23 
...whom they met and with whom they were later to work.

■j? 0^23. AMFAUNA-1, AM^yTLER-1), and AhfCUSP 
(January 196i\c They dispatched I der*' 1 c * 

>1'7 (• Identity-18

XOVCAIIVC VUp O o rU 1U v ~ X 11 U 1 VMM VC

!!1 !-Who instructed them to return to Cuba

<9-
Identity 

jand identity--37 to
. .10 An u'nidentified courier was
J put in^o touch with the guerrilla leader Identity-151, and AbfCUSP-1)

-and AMCUTLE R-l) went to Cienfuegos with Identity-19 to make’ contacts
I with insurgent groups there. ......
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T 2S.a|To support the activities of AMFAUNA-1, Ah^UTLER-l^) and 
i:z<i(cusp-y, it was agreed that JMWAVE would deposit 91,000 monthly into

H tiiS loqal bank account of AMCUSP-1) and the latter would provide the 
equivalent in Cuban pesos from his’i own resources inside Cuba.

26. AM^USP-1)and AM^UTLER-j) continued to busy themselves with 
para t ions fpr supporting the April invasion They contacted ! r 

g>«Z_illentity-2l'who, at thair Request, provided co-er ,$s (travelling drug^ 
O| salesm®n\for Identity-19"and also for Identity-20' who was intended to 

a radio operator for Identity-23. Although AMFAUNA-1 knew all 
IglX1 Mliiese people» he was compartmented from thesej| operations to some 

~-esctent, so that after the arrest of AM^USP-lJand the escape of 
?®3----^AWCUTLER-^ he had some difficulty in reestablishing contact with them* 

ol , ok
held itaetingH

def'Q
27. AMtuTLER-1) and AMFAUNA«d? working together

|g:{|;-"jglth Identity-3 3a Cuban Army officer stationed at the|______________
” ase , and discussed f53^ns for supporting the invasion._____

Iso contacted IdentiTy-35, thej , |
] base\ and arranged fog its s urrender, using Identity-3’4 9 " 
e|Tas a cutout. He had another agent 
j, identity Jb. ana nad already.recruited AMFAUNA-11, an

ihaad of the 
L©h the base

/-G i------------- 47128. (6n 18 March 1961^ AM^USP°-l)and Al^UNG-l) were arrested by the 
G-2 While holding a clandestine meeting. At first this was not 
regarded as too serious a matter. The G-2 had broken into the meeting 
only after having been alerted by the suspicious behavior of a woman . 
lookout, and it was believed that they had no real evidence. AMfcuTLER-1) 
came to .the JMWAVE area on (3 April 1961) and re.turnedolagain to Cuba on 
'^0 Aprily’still optimistic that AM^USP-yJand AMRUNG-1) would either be 
released or could be helped to escape However ,-oneucif the , cither ro( 
prisoners apparently^confessed and implicated AMCUSP-1) and AMRUNG-ly who 
were executed (on 20 /vprilj W5 f h th» nf 
April 17 invasion, AMjCUTLER-jj took asylum in the 
AMFAUNA-1 went temporarily°'into hiding’

•—TT1 
j]* 29. On 27 April 1961 AMFAUNA-1. resumed operations by sending
(-Identities 24, 25, 26" and 27’to collect order of battle information 

„._lh Matanzas. Identities 26 and 27 returned to Havana to report. 
s|"J--~I’dentity-25 remained in Matanzas, and Identity-24 was caught by the G-2.

30. In May 1961, Identity-30 informed AMFAUNA-1 that scsae kind of 
' was going on in the heme of AMCOG-2. He

through Identity -30 whom he thereafter used as-a

ft 
ft

^.Conspiratorial activity 
Arranged to meet her 
cutout to her.

ith the wave of arrf“±“—aonrmnanying the
:mba8sy and

31. This phase of AJii'oUh'r.
/O~-Tjhe following people participating i 
feiZoperati on by known causes:
iisaa” i

of the AMFAUNA operation is diagrammed in Chart B. 
in this phase were separated from the

a By arrest and execution;

(eaq-; 
ig&'l (

!

b.

(1) AbfejSP-lb^
(2) AMRUNG-I)o|

By arrest and detention:

c.

(1) Identity-24
(2) Identity-28

By asylum or escape to the U

(i) aM5qutler-]}°(
(2) Identity-23
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V. 32. In the period beginning June 1961, AMFAUNA-1 first began 
ff ?'^aking regular uee of AM^AUNA-2^o| He needed contact with hia 
LZL©ollaboratoraolwho were in asylum in various Western^.embassies, and 

with AM£AUNA-2Yopenly visiting her husbandj AM^UTLER-lXshe^as a 
natural choice for the job.o^With the departure of Identities 29

30, AMFAUNA-1 began using AHfAUNA-2) as cutout to AMcnc-9 who was 
■ .pasoful to him for her ability to obtain°ithe hel < ofc
,c~| n In August 1961 he used this channel co sene our some order

battle information obtained by Iden;ity-21.

33* Identity-21 continued to help Identities 19 and 20 until they 
CcXook asylum in ( ).ooHe also served as AMFAUNA-1
8JZ.2QU'tout to Identity-50 '^'ho was a close friend^pf the (

For cutouts to Identity-21, AMFAUNA-1 first used 
L^-J^entity-51 and then AMFAUNA-8. AMFAUNA-8 also served as cutout to 
hJ tdentity-45 about whom nothing more is known than hie namef

I 34. AMFAUNA-1 developed another contact to | ]durin.g
I this period irygthe person of Identity-5/, a| ___________ o'
I and a (former lieutenantjpn the Rebel Army. identity-bz met amfauna-1 
| and Identity-21 on 27 October 1961, and then remained in touch through 
I Identity-51. A few weeks later Identity-52 was arrested.

35. At some time during the period June to November 1961, AMFAUNA- 
began collaborating with AMBOA-1. The origin of this collaboration is 
not known, but it appears that the initiative was taken by AMB0A-1.
AMFAUNA-1 reported that she had revealed to him the fact that she has 
a channel of S/W communication, to KUBARK, and that she had claimed to 
be a friend of the widow of AM^CUSP-l)01 AMFAUNA-1 asked JMWAVE to 
confirm her bona fides, and this was done. AMBOA-Jjgthen began working

—as^AMFAUNA-1's cutout to Identity-14, afCubana Airlines pilotj who in 

was fired from her job

F afCubana
/§Cl!i?n was receiving information from Identity uo 
-a4 some time prior to November 1961, Identity-1*!} 

1 for interrogation by the G-2,.8r.. ovmv 
_and held

K

36.
-agents:

During the same pex'iod AMFAUNA-1 added the following new

b.

with 
in th 
produc

AMFAUNA-23 (for Lion see paragraph 15e5 above).

AMFAUNA-5 (for description see paragraph 15e above).

Identity-41, a person who allegedly was collaborating 
sub-agents 

No
several other clandestine groups. He had two 

of Public Woi’ks^jgldenti ties 42 and 43. 
been attributable to these people.

d. 
whn_ all wa e

Identity-46,'a_________ ______________________
-’’hle to obtain 1

Nothing ever came"lot this contact.
between(J

_______e. Identity-4 7,(
k AMFAun/a-i ootainea some oraer oi name 

unurnwiiun irom^her, apparently on an unwitting basis. In 
August 1961 .he reported that he was dropping her because she 
was a strong Communist and had given him information which he 
considered of doubtful reliability. «

f. Identity-48, a foreman( 
some order of battle information.

]who provided

I i g. Identity-49,( ’
-Although his recruitment was reported, AMFAUNA-1 never mentioned 

’’ him again.
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and AMFAUNA-1 hid him in Havana until he was able to get asylum for 

38, Thio phase of the AMFAUNA operation is diagrammed in Chart 
following people participating in this ph/sse were separated from 
operation by known causes:

c.

a. By arrast and detention:

(1) Identity 19 (subsequently 
in the (Argentina EmbassyjJOu

(2) Identity 20 (subsequently 
in the (Argentine Embassy^) ><^5

(3) Identity 40 (interrogates 
of her detention is not known).

86 aped ind took asylum

escaped and took asylum

durationb

(M Identity 5 2,

b, By asylum:

(1) Identity ;

(2) Identity 37

Previous History of the Operation ~ December 1961 to April

39. During ..thg periodo|from December 1961 to April 1.962 . AMFAUNA-1 
continued to use A?{FAUNA-2jas a cutout to AMC0&-2. The latter was >4 
given a lead in March 1962 from Identity-13, one of her _____ con
tacts, to a disaffected Cuban Army officer, •AMEAUNA-4).o( She turned J 
this lead over to AMFAUNA-1, and the latter held his first meeting 
with AM^AUNA-^in AMFAUNA-2's automobile.

■40. AM^AUNA-f) was also used as alternate cutout to Identity-11, 
a woman with'ccntacts (in the Cuban NavyJPoThe^other alternate cut
out was AMFAUNA-8. Identity-11 was arrested (in February 196 2).°^ Accord
ing to AMFAUNA-1’s account of the incident in'-'his message No, 89 of

962, Identity-11 had been meeting 
AMFAUNA-1 had warned her not to Trust—cue nan, 

sne met mm agaxn mi the following day and was caught with him. 
AMFAUNA-1 commented that some of his other agents were not compartmente 
from her, and he had ordered them to go into hiding. He did notx 
identify these other agents. Presumably they included AMFAUNA-2Jand 
AMFAUNA-8. r 01

but

a
0 .41. AMFAUNA-3 was recruited during this period and used as a 

4~?/ cutout to Identity-12^ the (Havana representativejof the insurgent 
n According to an official announcement by the 

_ -pvernment, (1 action orr(16 Aprils 196 2 . Other 
sources have contradicted this report^and the matter stirl remains in 
some doubt. However, according to information obtained by AMFAUNA-1, 
Identity-12 was arrested in his home in Havana in late April. For a 
further discussion of the possible security implications of this 
connection, see paragraph 59 below.

tX/ cuiuui' 
leader;

I Cuban Go

tel

g?

■ ’ 2 4
42. Identity-51, who, during the period June to November 1961, had 

been serving as a link to(i^ ” , now established a
contact with Identity-54, areefdont of( [who claimed to be a
disillusioned counter-revolutionary. As avucutout to Identity-54, she 
used Identity-53i' As far as the records, snow, no results were ever 

^obtained from this connection. >* .

<?n^43.__ Identity-14 defected during this period, as did Identity-57,
^whom AMFAUNA-1 had recruited and was ~ .. J G „ 4-
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paragraph 15e above, AMFAUNA-1 seams to have an excellent network 
within Cuban Zaviation^but how it works remains a matter for<conjecture. 
It ie supposes'that AM BO A-1 is handling the twoQiew pilots’)' o»

4--------4U. AMFAUNA-21 and AMFAUNA-22, both employees at F
first made their appearance durin;; this perioc, ana ahmax-xz

vwno nag and continues to use his own S/W communications to JMWAVE)
found his way into the AMFAUNA operation. All three are known to 
AMFAUNA-5, and it is believed that sb> is nrobebly the cutout to them.

45, Identity-55 and Identity-56 were mentioned briefly as active 
during the period from December 1961 to April 1962. The former had 
been a contact of Ab$RUNG-])?| and seems to have gone into hiding; in any 
case, nothing more has been reported on him. The latter was an agent 
of AMFAUNA-1 in kin January 1962 he was in hiding and
awaiting a chance to go into asyxum.

46. AMFAUNA-11 remained active durin,, this period, and AMFAUNA-9, 
10, and 12 were added to the operation, F«:T descriptions of these 
agents, see paragraph 15 above.

47. This phase of the AMFAUNA operation is diagrammed in Chart 
D. The following people participating in this phase were separated 
from the operation by known causes:

a• By arrest and detention:

(1) Identity-11

(2) Identity-12.

b« By asylum or defection;

(1) Identity-14

(2/ Identity-55

(3) Identity-56

(4) Identity-57.

Production:

48. JMWAVE records do not show the total number of AMFAUNA 
reports disseminated since January 1 ’61. The figure is at least fifty, 
and is believed to be nearer one hundred, if the present frequency of 
dissemination can be a criterion. In content they have leaned 
heavily toward the activities of insurgent groups, militia movements, 
location of artillery, and aviation matters. There has been a more 
recent tendency toward political and economic information, which is 
being encouraged by JMWAVE. Evaluations of his production are lacking.

Security Analysis:

49. The possibility that AMFAUNA-1 is a double agent is consider
ed remote. His successful LCFLUTTER, the fact (or whazt is believed to 
be the fact) that his close friend and fellow agent Af^CUSP-1) was 
executed, and AMFAUNA-1's own character and background, allOfargue 
against the proposition that he was originally dispatched by the G-2. 
However, it must be admitted that the LCFLUTTER cari^lbe beaten.; Also 
that there is no proof, other than the fact that AM£USP-1'si wife is 
in the JMWAVE area and behaving like a widow, that A^CUSP-ljwas really 
executed. There is documentary evidence ,°Jin the formofof a letter 
written by a fellow prisoner to AM^USP-l’s) widow, that he was held 
in prison in March and April 1961. However, the person who identified 
ancfc=buried the body was AMFAUNA-1's father, who was subsequently
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50. Similarly, all that is known about AMFAUNA-1'a background 
cornea from AMFAUNA-1’a own statements embodied in his PRQ Part I. No 
confirmation of this information has ever been obtained. From this 
point of view there is no guarantee that AMFAUNA-1 is what he claims 
to be. For all the proof to the contrary available to JMWAVE, he 
.could as easily, have been a(J (Communist as a member of the

51. These points axe listed for the «?ake of ccmpleteneso, but 
littlo^limportance is attached to then . Tht known fact that (QUANTUM-51) 
and(QUANTUM-52Consider AMFAUNA-1 reliable suggests that he at least 
was not a( ^Communist. And an unusually extensive independent 
view has"been obtained of AMFAUNA-1's operations through the reports 
and debriefings of eight of his agents who have either escaped to or 
are in communication with the United State*' . The defection, cf

.! Identity-lU, and the escape and debriefings of Identity-19', Identity-23, 
Identity-26, and Identity-29, have all confirmed parts of AMFAUNA-1's

1 story. Finally, AMCOG-3 has reported by S/'W that AMCOG-2 is in contact 
with AMFAUNA-1, and AMFAUNA-2's telephone conversations with AMQUTLER-1) 
provide a continuing cheek on the safety a nd whereabouts of AMFAUNA-1.<2/

52. For the same reasons, the possibility is heavily discounted 
that AMFAUNA-1 has been caught and doubled by the G-2 since his arrival 
in Cuba. Additional indications that all is still well are the fact 
that he never omits the safety signal that was given him for use in his 
S/W, that his operational activities are consistent with his character 
and background, and that the reporting of his agents is consistent with 
thej.r access to information.

53. Whether AMFAUNA-1 is now in danger of being detected, and 
whether the G-2 could double him if they do catch him, are two I
questions remaining to be considered. Taking the second question first,! 
it is believed that the chances of the G-2 running a successful CI I 
operation against KUBARK through AMFAUNA-1 are extremely slim. To be | 
sure, the G-2 has certain weapons thatj£they could use against AM1JAUNA-1. I 
His father is already (in prison, serving a fifteen-year sentence J and/ j 
his mother and two children(are still in Cuba ac potential hostages.)^ | 
It is also conceivable that the G-2 could use AMFAUNA-1's own interest I 
in paramilitary operations as a lever by persuading him that KUBARK, | 
by neglecting to support the insurgent leader Oswaldo RAMIREZ, was |
responsible for the latter's death and has demonstrated its indifference! 
to the fate of the Cuban people. This would all take time, however, I 
because AMFAUNA-1's reaction to arrest, at 'east initially, would oL | 
probably be an attempt formulate his two h eroes, AM^USP-y and AMgUNG-1). I 
Ini the time that it woul&take the G-2 to break downdthis resistance, I
AhfCUTLER-lj would almosttbertainly ha'/e learned, either through his I
phone^leonversations with AMFAUNA-2 02 by the interruption of the same, I 
<that something is wrong with AMFAUNA-1. I

5U, The risks that AMFAUNA-1 is now running are believed to be 
considerable. For one thing, at least ten persons with varying degrees 
of knowledge of his clandestine operations, have been held temporarily 
or permanently by the G-2, which is believed to be increasing in 
competence as a security force. For another, AMFAUNA-1 takes unnecessary 
chances, as by interrogating a new and untested agent (AMFAUNA-1*) in 
the personal automobile of his sister-in-law, or by personally trying 
to penetrate a restricted area. And for a third, he has some contacts 
which can be dangerous to him.

55. AMCOG-2 knows too much about AMFAUNA-1 for the latter's good. 
It is believed that AMFAUNA-1 himself is aware that this is a potential
ly serious security weakness, because he took the trouble to report it 
(see paragraph 15al above).. Tile AMCOG operation is itself a fairly 
complex one, and will be analyzed in a separate dispatch. The, aspects 
of it which, beon the AMFAUNA operation are thatAMCOG-2 andQher 
brother) AMCOG-3) are (close relatives of a very prominent anti-Communist<S5 
Cuban politician A and that they are widely known, both in Cuba and in
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prosecution for actsnagainst it, is a matter for wonder. It ha® bean 
rusaored that /the old^politieianXha® a blackmail hold over Fidel CASTRO 
by virtu® of nis possession of very damaging information about CASTRO. 
There may be some substance to this rumor. As a young student. CASTRO, 
is believed to have committed criminal acts, and the (old politicians^ 
would have been in the best possible position at the time to obtain 
proof of them. This might well explain why the family enjoys immunity 
today.

56. It would seem, though, that an alert and competent security 
service, which the G-2 shows signs of becoming, if it xs enjoined from 
arresting and prosecuting an espionage sunpect, would at least try to 
control and monitor his operations by penetrating them. It is there
fore a cause for speculation that, in February 1962, an important 
officer of the Cuban Army (AMfAUNA-Mj^f allegedly desirous of defecting, 
was introduced by Identity-13 to AMC0G-2, and a matter for Jeep concern 
that AMCOG-2 passed the lead along to AMFAUNA-1 who accepted it with
out any prior checking and actually held his first meeting with the 
would “be defector in an automobile traceable to AMFAUNA--2. Since
then, it has been observed that reports aid sub-sources offered by 
AMFAUNA-4 are absorbing an increasing amount of AMFAUNA-1*s time. The
military manuals and0| documents turned over by AMFAUNA-4, and sent to 
Headquarters via the (jUANTUMsX and the(Madrid Station) have not yet been 
seen by JMWAVE, so it is not yet known whether AMFAUNA-u’8 production
can be given a sufficiently high evaluation to allay the doubts raised 
by the manner of his recruitment. Headquarters is asked to advise on 
this as soon as possible, and to provide traces on AMFAUNA-4,

57. The other potentially dangerous contacts are, as might be 
expected, in the field of para-military act i vi -Hpc.---- Ln November 196 l.C
AMFAUNA-1 was in touch with Tdent-i ty-52. aL __________________________
through Identity-51, a resident °f( __________Identity-52 was
ar re s ted\ late_ in the upar.^ANF AUN A-l then dev e 1 o pzed another contag t
to the(________________

t^representative,whose cutout 
now resident in Havana.

iMffApriljJ presumably as an aftermath of the 
RAMIREZ was reportedly killed.

j!0 Identity-52 was

through Identity-12 , (j | (ft
to AMFAUNA-1 was AMFAUNA-3, a woman from 

Identity-1.2 was arrested in 
16 April battle in which

58. In late May or early June 196 2 , Identity-8, a person I'rorn 
Sancti Spjr'i tiiK known_ to AMFAUNA-3, called on her in- the company of
a certain___________ ________  pho claimed txrZhave had a meeting on 2 8
Mav near Trinidad with one l_ )who gave

letter fox’ delivery to Identitxy-^ 2, Unabje to find 
Identity-IF because of the latter’s arrec-ryf ^approached
Identity-8 who introduced him to AMFAUNA-3 t- whom her handed over the 
letter. The letter reads as :ollows;

"Dear Brother-in-Arms:

"I greet you and officially report to you, as our 
representative to the Military Junta of the END, the sad 
news of the death of our commander-in-chief, Oswaldo 
RAMIREZ, cn 16 April last at 9 a.m. He fell in battle 
together with other brothers. The certificate to this 
effect, containing the testimony of Captain BORGE, chief 
of the personal guard, and of other members of his escort, 
is in my possession, and I will hand it over to you or to 
anyone designated by the Military Junta of the END.

I
-

"The disorganization caused by the above-mentioned 
events prevented our reporting this news to you right away, 
and only now have we been able to make contact with the

■ j bearer, a man who has been working for some time as messenger 
, and enjoying the complete conf iderye of Oswaldo RAMIREZ and 

v. '' of ourselves in particular.

I
'i
i
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who will occupy the position of supreme commander of our' 
liberation a^ray. Whether it be one supreme chief or a 
joint command must be decided by you.

"Although the National Liberation Army has continued 
working and acting according to the norms laid down by 
you and by our late chief* you will understand the urgency 
of this interview which the bearer viill tell you how to 
arrange. In anticipation of your decisions I sign myself 
respectfully, _______________________

59. As mentioned in paragraph 15b rbove. ODIBEX has some kind of 
interest in AMFAUNA-3. and it may b® that their files contain 
TfiTelUgible answers to some of the questions raised by this develop
ment. For instance:

a. Why did the RAMIREZ organization not know ox the 
arrest of Identity-12, one of its own members, which had 
occurred at least a month previously?

b. If the RAMIREZ organization was so poorly inform-ad 
about Identity-12, how did they know about AMFAUNA-3, and 
why did they think she would be the appropriate person to 
give the letter to?

c. Given the disorganization complained of by the 
writer of the letter, and the fact that all meetings must 
have been arranged and held under clandestine conditions, 
how to account for the fact that in thejnaximum of six 
days between 28 May and 3 June when AMFAUNA-1 reported 
the developments by S/W, something like the following
sequence of events must have taken place:

S"'---------------
(1) J meets( near Trinidad

in Las Villas Province, and receives the letter.

(2)1____ [travels to Havana and tries
to locate laentity-lz.

(3 ) f i s informed that Identity-12 

has been arrested.

( U ) I __________ [returns tc Las Villas, reports
that the leYter cannot be delivered to Identity-12, 
and is told that AMFAUNA-3 should be given the letter.

(5)/ ________J goes to Sancti Spiritus and
locates Zdentity-8 who is a personal friend of
AMFAUNA-3 and can introduce him to her, and who 
providentially is able to vouch for the authenticity 
of

give the letter to

signature on the letter.
— oC

and Identity-8 go to Havana and 
FAUNA-3.

c'-
Future Plans

60. It is difficult if not impossible to give an operation of 
this complexity the support and direction it needs, when the only 
communication with the®^rincipal agent is by secret writing. There 
is never^fenough room in an S/W message for both the positive intelligeh' 
reporting and the supporting operational details, and it is the latter 
that suffer. S/W communication also inevitably involves a time lag 
which, in the case of this operation, has sometimes run as high as 

---- Havanan r>F th. frsnu«nt absences from town of AMCUTLER-1
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61. As q first atop toward speeding up communications, it is 
K planned to find another accomodation address in the JMWAVE area for 

e AMFAUNA-1's use which can be expected to function without the delays 
that have been experienced recently. Because of the importance and 
urgency of scsso of AMFAUNA-1*s intelligence reports* consideration 
is also being given to assigning a radio operator to him* probably 
AMGLEN-9 who is awaiting only his signal plan to become active and 
who will probably not be needed in the AMWPEN net as originally 
planned.

62. AMFAUNA-1 will be instructed to break off contact with 
,JB. AMCOG-2* and to cease interesting himself in the affairs of rhe 
III Escambray. As for AMFAUNA-U, it is feared that AMFAUNA-1 is already 

so deeply involved with him that, if he war not a bona fide defector, 
the damage has already been done. Nevertheless, AMFAUNA-1 will be 
warned of the potentialities of this situation so that he ca,, be 
propared to go into hiding if it should develop badly. Specific 
military requirements will be sent to AMFAi'NA-1 for AMFAUNA-u to 
help in establishing his value as a source. Also for the improvement 
Of the security of the operation, AMFAUNA-1 will be told to stop taking 

and unnecessary risks such as his

i®

B

a

3

personal 
beach.

penetration of a restricted

For the continued improvement of 
requirements will be sent to him.

production, political and 
AMFAUNA-1 is very

63. 
economic 
responsive to requirements, and has already developed sources and 
inforssaats in the political and economic areas in response to 
instructions from JMWAVE, It is believed that an increased output 
of higher-priority intelligence can be expected from this operation.

END OF DISPATCH

3
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